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Abstract 
In recent years, many machine learning methods have been used in network traffic 

identification.In order to improve the accuracy and solve some problems of network traffic identification, 
this paper presents a multi layer perceptron neural network-based method for network traffic identification, 
and parameters of multi-layer perceptron neural network are analyzed. Experimental results show that this 
method can effectively solve some problems, and can improve the classification correctness. 
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1. Introduction 
With the growth of network bandwidth, network traffic identification as a hot research 

topic in the fields of network management is gradually concerned by researchers at home and 
abroad. A variety of new network applications such as peer to peer (P2P) are becoming 
popular, traditional traffic identification method such as well known port based or deep packet 
inspection are either no longer effective for all type of application. Traffic identification based ML 
(Machine Learning) can obtain more precise identification accuracy and higher recognition 
efficiency, and you will need to select appropriate feature selection method, which can select 
best features according to the impact of the great traffic behavior characteristics. The common 
traffic identification methods based on machine learning, such as: BAYES neural network, the 
SVM, C4.5 decision [1-9], these methods are compared in this paper, the results show that the 
MLP algorithm (Multi Layer Perceptron) has the higher identification accuracy compared with 
other identification algorithm, and with the increasing of the training samples number, the 
identification rate has growth trend. In summary, traffic identification algorithm has its own 
relevance and limitations, this paper proposed a multilayer neural network-based traffic 
identification algorithm, this algorithm is designed to improve the accuracy of the traffic 
identification, in-depth analysis of impact of various parameters on the identification results in 
the multilayer neural network, and provide the reference for further study. 
 
 
2. Related Work 

Since 2004, traffic classification method based on the behavioral characteristics 
becoming a research focus on the international. Such methods first summarized exhibit different 
behavioral characteristics between the actual interaction of each application protocol on flow or 
host, and this application type of traffic will be classified basis for discrimination. It can be 
divided into two categories with prior training set and the training set, respectively, 
corresponding to cluster analysis and discriminant analysis in mathematical statistics. Clustering 
algorithm, A. McGregor, [3] and Jeffrey Erman [4,5] and others respectively use EM and 
AutoClass clustering method, no training set, consider the similarity between the flow will group 
flow, and then adopt the port number or inspect packets method to evaluate the accuracy of 
cluster. Cluster method, however, does not explain why classification flow just so. Therefore, 
such method can only be used when there is no a priori knowledge on the classification of the 
training set, a preliminary exploration of the category. Thomas Karagiannis et.al[6] analyze 
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behavioral characteristics of applications type in the spatial dimension and the features include 
(port distribution, the number of links, etc.), construct host interaction diagram, and to identify 
application type between the host. But the method to be cumulative flow, not only there is a lag, 
and under the high-speed backbone network, how to effective store traffic and rapid construct or 
match the diagram itself will be still the problem to be solved. M. Roughan [7] and Sebastian 
Zander [8,9] and others adopt machine learning methods based on k-NN and C4.5, and use the 
transmission characteristics(flow length , flow duration)  to classify the application traffic into 4 to 
8 application type in the temporal dimension.Paper [10] provides a framework for concept 
drifting P2P traffic identification which adopt CluMC algorithm to identify P2P applications.Yaou 
zhao et.al [11] adopt the ECOC(Error-Correcting Output Codes) based model which was used 
to improve classification performance. 
 
 
3. Multi layer perceptron neural network algorithm 

Neural network generally consists of input layer, hidden layer and output layer. Each 
input samples depend on complex nonlinear operation of the network weights and threshold 、  
sigmoid function to obtain the output results.    

 

 

......

...
... ...

 
 

Figure 1. Multi layer perceptron neural network structure diagram 
 
 

This paper still adopts multi-layer feed forward neural network shown in Figure. 1 to 
solve problem. Literature [12-15] also uses neural network to identify network traffic application 
protocol, but identification object is limited to complete TCP flow. Wei L et.al [16] selects 12 
features from 248 features by FCBF feature selection algorithm.Shi D et.al [17] proposes 
improved BP neural network(PCA_BP) method which can improve the identification 
accuracy.From the literature [18] and analysis of the real trace, we can known such a complete 
network TCP flows account for only less than 10% of the total flow numbers, obviously, 
identification object cannot meet the needs of practical engineering and network management, 
the application protocol identification should be extended to all TCP and UDP traffic on transport 
layer, including incomplete flow. This extension enables to identify traffic behavior more 
complicated distribution, the complex degree of the nonlinear boundaries between application 
types is higher, and greatly increases the noise input of the training process. General neural 
network training algorithm often cause local minima, the error does not converge, etc. This 
article further proposes two points on the structure and training of the neural network algorithm. 

First, in order to be able to represent the application protocol that may exist between the 
highly complex nonlinear decision surface and effectively measure the phenomenon of heavy-
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tailed distribution, select a sigmoid function as a neuron's excitation function f that output of 
single neurons which is formula (1). 
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1          (1) 

 
The sigmoid function can map very large input values to a small range of output, so you 

can measure the great heavy tail distribution phenomena. 
Secondly, the paper considers using FR conjugate gradient method (Fletcher-Reeves 

Conjugate Gradient Method) instead of the traditional gradient descent algorithm [19]. FR 
conjugate gradient method has faster convergence compared with most conventional gradient 
descent method, and simply increases the little storage and computation. FR method is not only 
use of the current gradient as the search direction of error decreases, but to the gradient of the 
previous point is multiplied by an appropriate coefficient, and is applied to the gradient of the 
point, thereby obtaining a new search direction. FR conjugate gradient method time step in each 
orthogonal direction to complete all of them should move in the direction close to the solution x 
distance, accelerate the understanding of the find speed. FR method iterative equation: 

 

          
           (2) 

 

Among them,   is called the optimum step size, which is the value for 

the smallest value . 
 

， ，   

 

Where,  iwE
  is the partial derivative of the error E for the weight value , i.e. gradient. 

The neural network training process is carried out by the two-step iteration, the forward 
propagation and back-propagation. 
1: Forward propagation: as shown in Figure.1, the input sample <x1,x2,…,xn> through the 

hidden layer processing are transmitted to the output layer from the input layer. Current 
output od and the expected output td   are carried out error calculation in the output layer. If 
the error is less than an acceptable threshold, then the training is successful; Otherwise, go 
into back propagation process. 

2: Back propagation: the error signal output reverse returns according to the original path 
forward propagation and the formula (2) shown weight coefficient of each hidden layer 
neuron will be modified by FR conjugate gradient descent method, and then the error signal 
will tends to a minimum. 

The above two steps outlined algorithm is based on the FR conjugate gradient descent 
method, back-propagation algorithm. Neural network training process that is constantly iteration 
of these two steps until the error E reaches a predetermined acceptable range, training will be 
success; or reach a predetermined number of iterations, if the error is still not convergent, then  
training will be failure. 

    The monolayer hidden junction FR conjugate gradient descent back propagation 
algorithm with sigmoid function is shown as follows, in order to highlight the algorithm body, the 
number of training iterations are no limitation.Training_samples is the form training examples 
set of ordered pair  in algorithm input list. Where  is input value vector of the neural 

network which is corresponding to the behavioral characteristics of the application protocol 
identification measure value vector, is the target output value of the sample, corresponding to 
the application protocol type numeral vector; in addition, nin is neural units number of the input 
layer for the neural network, nhidden is unit number of hidden layer, nout is the number of units of 
the output layer. Input from unit i to j represents for xji, weight from unit i to j is expressed as wji. 
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Algorithm description:  
Algorithm: MLP-based traffic identification algorithm 
Input: with the expansion of NETFLOW format flow record recordflow  

Output: with flow record label  labelflow  

Algorithm : MLP 
Establish neural networks with nin  input units, nhidden hidden units ，nout output units 
Initialize all the network weights, 0v


。   

do { 
    for every  tx


,  in training_samples 

// Step 1. Put x


 into neural network，and calculate output ou of every unit u 
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// Step 2. Calculate error k。Weight gradient and the total error E of network output for each 
output units k 
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// Step 3. Calculate error h and weight gradient for each hidden unit  h 
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// Step 4. Update each network weight  
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// Step 5. Save current weight gradient 
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}while(   thresholdEwE 
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4. Experimental and Analysis 
4.1. Experimental data 

The data set is used in this paper, which is produced by Moore et al [15].They adopt 
randomly sampling method to produce traffic in the same node from several different time 
periods in the internet. This node is shared by the three research agencies, which have about 
1,000 researchers, technical staff and management, through a full-duplex Gigabit Ethernet link 
to connect the internet. In 24 hours measuring time, the full-duplex flow through each of the 
junction are collected by monitoring equipment, so the original data set contains all of the full-
duplex flow through the node in 24 hours. Because single data set is too large,Moore,etc. 
randomly selected ten subsets of data from traffic, in order to verify experimental accuracy and 
credibility, for the ten extracted data subset, the sampling time of each data set is consistent 
(both are 28 minutes), and these non-overlapping samples randomly distributed within the 24-
hour time interval. Traffic identification based on flow is better able to identify the type of 
network traffic, and Table 1 lists the common network application type used in the paper, each 
traffic type contains a different kind of data, such as: Mail type contains smtp, pop3 and other 
data. Our basic identification object is TCP/IP traffic,it can be expressed as one or more data 
packets of the communication between two computer using the standard communications 
protocol (such as: TCP, UDP, ICMP, etc.) in the network,while each network flow is definited by 
a 5-tuple (source IP address, destination IP address, source port, destination port, transport 
layer protocol), in experimental classification applications, network flow is divided into uni-
directional (one-way) flow and bi-directional(two-way) flow in this paper, in order to focus on the 
network traffic identification process itself, we only use semantically complete TCP bi-directional 
flow as a network flow samples available training set constructed and a test set. The complete 
definition of TCP flow semantics in this paper: observed connection establishment handshake 
process complete the handshake process (FIN-ACK) TCP (SYN-ACK) and connect the end of 
the two-way flow. 

 
 

Table 1.  Application type 
Classification Representative applications 

WWW www 
MAIL smtp, pop2/3,imap 
BULK ftp 

DATABASE sqlnet, oracle, ingres, postgres 
SERVICE dns,ident,1dap,ntp,X11 

P2P Bittorrent, Kazaa, Gnutella 
INTERACTIVE ssh, klogin, rlogin, telnet 

 
 
4.2. Evaluation method 

Assessment effectiveness of standard traffic identification algorithm has the following 
three concepts:  
TP (True Positive) is the number of the samples that actually have type i  among all those 
correctly classified as type i  by the classification model.  
FP (False Positive) is the number of the samples that do not have type i  among all those 
misclassified as type i  by the classification model. 
FN (False Negative) is the number of the samples that actually have type i  among all those 
classified as another types by the classification model.  
Precision 
 

Precision= 
TP

TP FP
           (3)                           

Recall  
 

Recall= 
TP

TP FN
          (4) 

                                  
Overall accuracy 
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Overall accuracy= 1
( )1

n TPii
n TP FPi ii

 
 

       (5) 

 
4.3. Experimental results and analysis 

In order to verify and analyze the stability and effectiveness of the MLP algorithm, 10-
fold cross-validation is used to compare precision，recall and overall accuracy shown in formula 
(3) (4) (5) . this paper analyzes the impact of the learning rate and sample size on this 
algorithm, and other classic classification algorithm. 

Analysis from Figure 2, when the learning rate is 0.2, the highest is overall accuracy. 
 

 
 

Figure 2. The impact of learning rate on overall accuracy 
 

 
 

Figure 3. The impact of training sampling on overall accuracy 
 
 

From Figure 3, the results show that with the increasing of the training sampling data, 
overall accuracy has upward trend, and it increases more significantly from 1*104 to 3*104, rises 
gradually slowly from 3*104 to 4*104. It proves that size of training sampling data has certain 
effect on overall accuracy, especially when the size is small, which mainly is due to error 
reducing from weight adjusting. While the bigger sampling data will be smaller weight adjusting, 
so the error will be increasing and overall accuracy of traffic identification rises gradually slowly. 
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Table 2. Precision of four algorithms 
Application PRECITION 

 MLP BAYES C4.5 SVM 
WWW 98.63% 96.34% 97.28% 97.12% 
MAIL 98.16% 96.2% 96.83% 96.46% 
BULK 97.97% 96.13% 96.25% 96.36% 

DATABASE 96.29% 95.83% 95.96% 96.12% 
SERVICE 93.36% 92.18% 93.12% 92.89% 

P2P 94.88% 93.89% 94.14% 94.26% 
INTER 99.12% 98.21% 98.76% 98.89% 

 
 

Table 3. Recall of four algorithms 
Application RECALL 

 MLP BAYES C4.5 SVM 
WWW 97.98% 95.86% 96.12% 96.43% 
MAIL 97.83% 95.46% 95.87% 95.94% 
BULK 97.35% 95.71% 96.13% 96.54% 

DATABASE 96.11% 95.42% 95.77% 95.87% 
SERVICE 92.79% 92.13% 92.34% 92.58% 

P2P 95.36% 94.28% 94.78% 94.82% 
INTER 98.79% 97.93% 98.12% 98.46% 

 
 
From Table 2 and Table 3, the experimental results show that, either precision or recall 

rate MLP have gained the highest.The reason why is that MLP can adopt the minimization error 
to evaluate the objective function which will not consider the singer the network application. 
Other algorithms have preference [20] on traditional algorithm (BAYES, C4.5, SVM),so which 
will be inevitably influenced. 
 
 

Table 4 Overall Accuracy four algorithms 
Algorithm Overall Accuracy 

MLP 97.56% 
BAYES 92.34% 

C4.5 96.75% 
SVM 95.89% 

 
 
As shown in Table 4, MLP has highest overall accuracy compared with Bayes, C4.5, 

and SVM. The reason why is that MLP can overcome the impact of noise input data and adopts 
the appropriate learning rate to improve the identification accuracy. 
 
 
5. Conclusion 

In this paper, a traffic identification algorithm based on multi-layer perceptron neural 
network (MLP algorithm) is proposed, and the impact of the neural network parameters on MLP 
algorithm is analyzed and studied. The experimental results show that: the learning rate and 
sample number both have great effect on MLP algorithm, MLP has higher precision and 
identification accuracy compared with other algorithms. 

Based on this study, the next step research work is: the impact of sampling method on 
MLP algorithm will be analyzed, and MLP algorithm will be applied to the real network 
environment with a sampling strategy. 
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